DESIGNED TO DEFINE.

Functional. Flexible. Fun. Say hello to Shibby, the modular seating collection that lets you mix laminate, upholstery and metal elements to find your own version of modern cool.

The Shibby seating family includes lounge chairs, sofas, tables, ottomans, benches, wedges and more that can be used as individual pieces or combined for one-of-a-kind creations. Its low profile allows you to build niches that subtly encourage interaction instead of rigidly walling off space.

With Shibby you can break down barriers and build centers for activity instead. Easily frame open spaces and transform them on your own terms with your unique blend of imagination, style and sophistication. Shibby gives you the freedom to bring your vision to life. Its clean lines and subtle curves create a low-slung modern aesthetic leaving space for your creativity to flow.
MODULARITY MEETS SIMPLICITY.

If your floor plan stops working for you—switch it up. Shibby makes reconfigurations easy. The regular geometry and modest weight of the units let you decide how to use them and re-use them, no movers required.

If you want to separate ganged units, simply unsnap the tool-less ganger mechanism beneath the seat. Now you’re free to rearrange the pieces, create new combinations, or use them singly. Wherever Shibby ends up, its supportive seat with waterfall edge ensure that comfort will follow.
Optional Arms — Shibby can be specified with or without plastic arms and/or tablet arms.

Laminate Back — is a unique design element and an enclosure for power modules.

Ganger Assembly — secures units side-by-side at the base, no tools required.

Sled Base — provides easy movement and unsurpassed durability.

Power Module — contains 1 AC outlet and 2 USB ports in a UL-rated spill-resistant unit.

STATEMENT OF LINE

Armed Lounge (H43A) W78” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge with Tablet (H43LT) W78” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge with Tablet (H43RT) W78” D26” H17”
Armless Lounge (H43) W78” D26” H17”

Laminated Back Lounge (H33LB) W39” D26” H17”
Laminated Back Lounge (H33RB) W39” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge (H33A) W39” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge with Tablet (H33LT) W39” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge with Tablet (H33RT) W39” D26” H17”

Armless Lounge (H33) W39” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge (H23B) W26” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge with Tablet (H23LT) W26” D26” H17”
Armed Lounge with Tablet (H23RT) W26” D26” H17”

Ottoman (H120) W26” D26” H17”
Wedge (H60W) W34” D26” H17”
Wedge (H45W) W27.5” D26” H17”
Table (H24T) W26” D26” H17”

Privacy Screen (SK24) W24” D1” H53”
Privacy Screen (SK37) W37” D1” H53”
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